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Power of attorney

Herewith in matters _______________________________________________
because of ______________________________________________________
Power of attorney is granted
1. to conduct legal proceedings (inter alia pursuant to §§ 81 et seq. of the German
Code of Civil Procedure), including the power to file and withdraw counterclaims;
2. to file petitions in matters of divorce and divorce consequences, to conclude
agreements on divorce consequences and to file petitions for pension and other
pension information;
3. representation and defense in criminal and administrative penalty matters
(Sections 302, 374StPO) including preliminary proceedings and (in case of absence)
representation pursuant to Section 411 II StPO, with express authorization also
pursuant to Section 233 I, 234StPO as well as with express authorization to receive
summonses according to § 145 a II StPO, to file criminal and other motions
admissible according to the Code of Criminal Procedure and motions according to the
Act on Compensation for Criminal Prosecution Measures, in particular also for the
amount proceedings;
4. Representation in other proceedings, including out-of-court negotiations of all kinds
(in particular in accident cases for the assertion of claims against injurers, vehicle
owners and their insurers);
5. to establish and terminate contractual relationships and to issue and receive
unilateral declarations of intent (e.g. notices of termination) in connection with the
matter mentioned above under "because of...".
The power of attorney applies to all instances and extends to ancillary and subsequent
proceedings of all kinds (e.g. attachment and interim injunction, cost fixing, execution,
intervention, forced sale, forced administration and deposit proceedings as well as
insolvency proceedings). In particular, it includes the authority to effect and receive service,
to transfer the power of attorney in whole or in part to others (sub-power of attorney), to file,
withdraw or waive appeals, to settle the legal dispute or out-of-court negotiations by way of
settlement, waiver or acknowledgement, to receive money, valuables and documents, in
particular also the subject matter of the dispute and the amounts to be reimbursed by the
opposing party, the court cashier or other bodies, and to inspect files.
Pursuant to Section 49 b, Paragraph 5 of the Federal Lawyers' Act (BRAO), I have
been informed by my legal counsel that the calculation of the attorney's fees is not to
be based on framework fees or fixed fees; rather, the fees are to be calculated on the
basis of the value of the matter in dispute.

____________________________
Place, Date
*Delete if not applicable

______________________________
Signature

